
KEY LEVER FOR CHANGE: ACCELERATION

Actions Short Term Outcome Actions Medium Term Outcome Actions Long Term Outcome Aspirational Vision

Collaboration around a 
common understanding
 
-Stakeholders

-Design the process

-Develop the 
understanding

-Reflect/ review current 
Kawanata Agreement

Teacher reference group 
(culturalcy) meet once or 
twice a term
Tuwharetoa cultural 
knowledge survey 

There is an agreed definition across the Kahui 
Ako of the meaning of

“Maori achieving success as Maori”.

All learning conversations eg teacher certification 
reflect annual appraisal evidence of a commitment 
to the common understanding.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent is there a commitment to the 
common understanding?
Required Evidence
Observations 
Appraisal tool
Student voice
Whanau voice

-Identify teachers 
who are in need of 
repositioning (in 
terms of the 
commitment).

-Provide 
intervention with 
those identified 
teachers.

Maori are enjoying and achieving success as 
Maori.

All teachers in the Kahui Ako have 
micro-credtentialling in Tuwharetoa badging

Evaluative Question?
To what extent are Maori achieving success as 
Maori?
Required Evidence
Formulated once the common understanding is 
established.

The needs of all of our Akonga are 
responded to…

So that…

Learning for all Akonga is personalised

And is resulting in…

Equitable outcomes achieved for all 
Akonga.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in “Maori 
achieving and enjoying success as Maori”?

Required Evidence
Rongahia Te Hau / student voice / 
observations

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in equitable 
outcomes being achieved for all Akonga?

Teacher planning is evidence based.  Teachers 
know their akonga.

All akonga can articulate their own learning. [student 
agency]
Required Evidence
Teacher observations
Reciprocal learning conversations with whanau
Feed forward feedback

Curriculum sub levels are used to report on 
akonga progress across all organisations. Moderation practices are aligned within 

organisations.  Data has consistency and integrity 
across organisations to enable teachers to be 
responsive to each learners needs.
Required Evidence
Use of Assay / COL Connector across school 
moderation of writing

-Use tools, such as 
Rongahia te Hau, 
as a framework

-Co-construct 
between ASTs and 
SLTs to develop a 
process.

Robust moderation practices are in place across 
the Kahui Ako

Common agreement and 
understanding of the link 
between attendance and 
achievement

Agreed parameters to 
measure ‘attendance’ There is improved attendance of akonga There is improvement in participation of akonga 

and sustained improvement of attendance.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in student attendance?
Required Evidence
Attendance data

All akonga are attending and are engaged. (90%)

Breakout Day – All 
principals have a buy in, 
value, and promote the 
opportunities of the COL
Develop consistency 
across the sectors with a 
common oral language 
tool which has been 
developed in our 
community

The processes and practices of the Kahui Ako 
are agreed across the organisations
Required Evidence
Agreed outcomes out of Breakout Day

The agreed processes and practices of the Kahui 
Ako are implemented across organisations.

Required Evidence
All organisations using WTE programme, RtH, and 
NCLs
Attendance to scheduled meetings

The agreed processes and practices of the Kahui 
Ako are embedded across organisations.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent are the agreed practices 
embedded?
In how many organisations are the processes 
and practices embedded?
Required Evidence
Individual school charters and annual plans 
reflect the agreed processes and practices are 
evident in all classrooms.
ERO Report.

Planned moderation 
sessions with all 
organisations present 
each term in various 
literacies

KEY LEVER FOR CHANGE: CURRICULUM

Actions Short Term Outcome Actions Medium Term Outcome Actions Long Term Outcome Aspirational Vision

PLD for Puna 
maumahara (digital 
repository) for the 
Tuwharetoa cultural 
knowledge project.

To establish the future focused values and 
capabilities across the wider Taupo community 
that align with Ka ora Kāinga Rua (Tuwharetoa 
Strategic Plan) and local community eg oral 
language , writing

An agreed akonga profile that identifies the values 
and capabilities necessary for our akonga’s future, 
at each transition point, is developed / exists.

Required Evidence
Consultation documentation
Differentiated student profiles

Akonga profile is a key driver in curriculum and 
practice.

Akonga are confident, connected lifelong 
learners.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in all akonga 
being confident. Connected, lifelong 
learners?

To develop a shared understanding of what a 
cohesive future focused curriculum 
(model/pathway)) is aligning with Ka Ora Kāinga 
Rua.

Develop a cohesive future focused curriculum 
(model / pathway) across all organisations.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent do the community understand and 
support a need for, and change to, a FFC.

There is a Shared understanding of Cultural 
Relationships for Responsive Practices 
(pedagogy)

Cultural relationships for responsive practices 
(pedagogy) are authentically implemented at a 
school level.

Cultural relationships for responsive practices 
(pedagogy) are embedded in all aspects of the 
Kahui Ako. 

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in culturally responsive 
practices?
Required Evidence
NZQA Results
Attendance
Student / whanau voice
Appraisal

Expo Community 
consultation and 
education.
Build the student 
profiles.

There is a shared understanding of the need for 
reciprocal partnerships with home/school and 
community.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent do organisations appreciate the 
need for reciprocal partnerships?
Required Evidence
Change in report / school structures to include 
whanau in learning.

organisations are providing opportunities for 
whanau to contribute to learning as active 
participants.

Evaluative Question?
What opportunities exist within school for whanau to 
contribute?
Required Evidence
Learners and whanau actively contribute to learning 
goals
School and whanau voice

Teaching is effective across the curriculum.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent are the RTC’s and professional 
standards met in teaching practice?
Required Evidence
Appraisal documentation and interview

The appraisal reflects effective inquiry and evidence 
of the six professional standards.

Reciprocal partnerships with home/school and 
community are embedded across the Kahui Ako.

Evaluative Question?
To what extent has there been a shift in 
organisations authentically engaging whanau in 
reciprocal partnerships?
Required Evidence
Whanau voice informs practice

A cohesive future focused curriculum 
(model/pathway) is embedded across all 
organisations.

Evaluative Question?
What shift has been made to ensure the 
curriculum is linked to the student profile?
Required Evidence

All of our akonga are engaged and 
enjoying education: participating, learning, 
achieving.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in akonga being 
engaged, enjoying education, participating, 
contributing?
Required Evidence
AREA
Perception data

Literacies

KEY LEVER FOR CHANGE: HAUORA (WELL BEING)
Actions Short Term Outcome Actions Medium Term Outcome Actions Long Term Outcome Aspirational Vision

Teacher well being 
survey/ child wellbeing 
survey (NZCER, 
Otumoetai.
Westpac mental health , 
5 ways of wellbeing for 
staff.

Understanding of 
wellbeing must look 
through multiple cultural 
lenses
• Māori
• Pasifika
• Asian

Any surveys must reflect 
these different world 
views 

Teachers are aware of the importance of resilience, 
self-efficacy, belonging and a growth mindset in 
relation to well-being and it’s impact on learning

Learning environments increasingly foster 
resilience, self-efficacy, belonging and a growth 
mindset.

Required Evidence
Wellbeing Tool

Wellbeing of akonga and staff is actively fostered 
in the Kahui Ako.

Evaluative Question?
Required Evidence
Staff retention

Staff and akonga wellbeing is supported by 
manaakitanga, whanaungatanga, ako and 
mahi tahi.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in the wellbeing of 
all akonga and staff?

Shared understandings  are established Shared practices contribute positively to seamless 
transitions across organisations  within the Kahui 
Ako.

Required Evidence

“Diversity” and “Difference” are recognised and 
celebrated.

“Diversity” and “Difference” are valued as a 
strength.

Required Evidence

The Learning Support Register is established and 
maintained

Aligned approach to community based needs / 
resources

Specific learning needs are supported across the 
Kahui Ako.

Evaluative Question?
Required Evidence
Observations

Māori students see 
themselves 
reflected in their 
environment 
[mentally, physically 
& spiritually

All organisations are committed to a transition 
process

There is a shared understanding of hauora 
across the Kahui Ako – includes te Reo 
Tuwharetoa and conditions which promote 
optimal health – orange 4 pou.

Strategies are in place that encourage/positively 
impact, grow/support  wellbeing

A transition teacher in every 
kura (to meet and handover 
for students coming into and 
exiting the school.
organisations identify 
students who require an 
individual transition plan – 
the learning support register 
can be used for this purpose

Positive partnerships are developed and maintained 
that ensure seamless transitions 

Powerful partnerships and consistency ensure 
seamless transitions for akonga and whanau 
between and across all kura, tertiary and worplaces

Systems & 
structures in place 
that ensure positive 
transitions across 
kura

ERO survey tool
PD around
• Cultural tikanga 

across all 
cultures

• Growth mindset T.O.D. with a focus 
on wellbeing eg 
Mike King, and 
other speakers

KEY LEVER FOR CHANGE: STRATEGIC IMPLEMENTATION

Actions Short Term Outcome Actions Medium Term Outcome Actions Long Term Outcome Aspirational Vision

Shared understanding across the community of 
the COL goals

Celebration and communicate success through a 
range of media

To make a positive difference to all akonga in the 
Tuwharetoa Rohe.

A positive difference is made by the Kahui 
Ako, for the Tuwharetoa Rohe.

Evaluative Question?
What has been the shift in the Kahui Ako 
making a positive difference to all akonga?

Within School Leaders roles clearly defined and 
aligned with the COL current achievement 
challenges 

Within School Leaders supported in their role Within School Leaders contributing and 
implementing the goals of the Kahui Ako

Taupo Kahui Ako Strategic Plan 2019
VISION To make a positive difference for akonga in the Tuwharetoa rohe.

PURPOSE To collaboratively and inclusively ensure the success of each akonga’s journey within the rohe of Tuwharetoa.
                   Mā te mahi tahi a momoho e maunu nei i tēnei terenga akoranga mo ēnei tauira o roto i te rohe o Tūwharetoa


